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Let H be a group, let {G(: i e 1} be a set of groups and, for each i, let 9t be a
a monomorphism: H -* Gt, with H9t = Hi. We call such a system of groups and
monomorphisms an amalgam and denote it by [G{; H; 9,; / / , ] . By an embedding
of the amalgam into a group G is meant a set of monomorphisms (p; : G; -*• G
such that 9i<pi = 0j<Pj-, for all i,j and G,<P; n Gjcpj — H9k<pk, for all i,j, k.

It is known (B. H. Neumann [9]) that the amalgam [Gt; H; 9t; Ht] can be
embedded in a group. It is also known (J. M. Howie [7j) that if the Gt are just
semigroups and the if, are almost unitary subsemigroups then the amalgam may
be embedded in a semigroup.

If G is an 1-group (lattice ordered group), a subgroup which is also a sublattice
is called an 1-subgroup. If His an 1-subgroup of G and if the mapping C -» C n H
is a one-to-one correspondence between the lattice of 1-subgroups of G and those
of if then Conrad [2] called G an a-extension of H. In his discussion of a-extensions
Conrad has shown that amalgams of the form [G;; H; 9t; Ht] are embeddable
where the G; are a-extensions of the H{ and the Ht all belong to one of a number
of classes of 1-groups. In a sense, the second section of this note considers the other
extreme to Conrad's results. In section two, we consider the problem of embedding
the amalgam [G,; H; 0,; Ht], where H and Gt are 1-groups, the Ht are convex
1-subgroups and the 9t are 1-monomorphisms (lattice and group monomorphisms),
into an 1-group G. It is shown that if, for each i, Ht is in the centre of Gt then the
amalgam is embeddable and if each Gt is abelian then the amalgam may be embed-
ded in an abelian 1-group.

The approach combines the permutational product of groups with the repre-
sentation of an 1-group as an 1-subgroup of the group of automorphisms of an
ordered set due to Holland [6]. If the G( are 0-groups (totally ordered groups) and
the Hi are normal then the standard permutational product may be used. In general
this does not yield an C-group although it will if the G; are abelian.

In more general situations (e.g. [10]), consideration has been given to a weaker
amalgamation embedding. Let us say that an amalgam [G;; H; 9t; Ht], where the
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G{ are 1-groups and the Ht are convex 1-subgrcups, is weakly embeddable if there
exists an 1-group G and 1-monomorphisms 9t : G -*• Gt such that 9iq>i = djcpj,
for all i,j: that is, we drop the intersection preserving requirements.

K. Pierce (University of Wisconsin) has provided an example (unpublished)
to show that the amalgam [G(; H; #,-; i7J, where the Ht are abelian 1-subgroups
of the 1-groups G;, cannot, in general, be even weakly embedded in an 1-group.

Unfortunately, on account of the restrictions placed on the subgroups Ht

to be amalgamated, these results do not permit the kind of interesting applications
treated by B. H. Neumann in (9) and by Higman, Neumann and Neumann in [5].

Finally, I would like to thank R. Gregorac for his many comments and
criticisms, especially for pointing out an over ambitious claim in Theorem 4.1 as
originally stated.

1. Preliminary results

We refer the reader to [1] and [4] for basic results on 1-groups.
For any totally oidered set X, we denote by P{X) the lattice ordered group

of automorphisms (that is, order preserving permutatiois) of X.
A convex 1-subgroup A of an 1-group G is called prime if the set R(A) of

right ccsets of A can be totally ordered by defining A + x g A+y if a + x ^ y for
some a e A. For further discussion of prime subgroups see [3] and [6]. Whenever
A is a prime subgroup of an 1-group G, G/A will denote the set cf right cosets of
A ordered in this way. (Of course, in general a prime subgroup is not normal.)
The mapping p : g -* pgof Ginto P(G/4) defined by

(A + x)pp = A+x + g

is an 1-homomorphism. We call p the Holland representation of G on G/A.
Prime subgroups are plentiful. If g e G and Gy is a maximal convex 1-subgroup

with respect to not containing g then Gy is a prime subgroup. Denote by ]TiefEEMi
the unrestricted cardinal sum of 1-groups At. If {Gy : y e F(G)} is the set of prime
subgroups of G and 9 : G -> ^yer(G)£Qp(G/G-i) i s t n e product of the Holland
representations on the G/Gy then 9 is an 1-isomorphism. (For details of this
representation see Holland [6]).

If {Gy : y e F(G)} is the set of all prime subgroups of G, if we totally order
F(G) and then order the set of all left cosets C(G) of all prime subgroups of G by
Gy + a > G'y + a' if y > y' or y = y' and Gy + a > Gy + a' (in the order defined in
the previous paragraph) then we can obtain a faithful representation of G as an
1-subgroup of P(C(G)), (Holland [6]).

LEMMA 1.1 (Lloyd [8 ]). Let A^B be prime subgroups of a 1 -group G. Then there
exists an order isomorphism n' of G/A onto B/A x GJB, where B/A x G/B is ordered
lexicographically from the right. This induces an l-isomorphism n of P(G/A) onto
P(Bj'A x G/B).
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The isomorphism n' in Lemma 1.1 is defined as follows. Let {bt : / e / } b e a

set of representatives of the right cosets of B in G. Let A+xe G/A and B + x =

B + bi. Then {A+x)r\' = (A+x-bt, B + b^). Of course, if A = B then B/AxG/B
is trivially isomorphic to G\B = G/A

An l-ideal of an 1-group is a normal convex 1-subgroup. The following lemma
is routine.

LEMMA 1.2. Le? (7 6e an l-group, A an l-ideal and B a prime subgroup of G.
Then there exists an order isomorphism £' of (B + A)jB onto A]A n B.

PROOF. We take £' to be the obvious isomorphism defined by (B+x')C =
(/I n JB) + X, where JC e .4 and iJ + x' = 5 + x.

Let G be an l-group, H an l-ideal and Gv a prime subgroup of G. Let £y be
the Holland representation of G on G/Gr Let ny be the 1-isomorphism of P(GfGy)
onto P((Gy + H)lGyx GI(Gy + H)) defined as in Lemma 1.1. Let (y be the 1-iso-
morphism of P((Gy'+H)lGy x G/(Gy + H)) onto P(H/H n Gyx GI(Gy + H)) induc-
ed by the order isomorphism of (Gy + H)jGy onto HjH n Gy defined as in Lemma
1.2. Thus £,ynyiy is an 1-homomorphism of G into P(H/H n GyxG/(Gy + H)).
We write «Py = ^7ij,Cy.

2. Permutational products

Let {G; i e /} be a set of distinct 1-groups and, for each i, let / / ; be a convex
1-subgroup of Gj contained in the centre of G;. Let H be an l-group and, for each
/, 61: H -» Hi be an 1 -isomorphism. We wish to embed the amalgam [G;; if; Qt; Ht]
in an l-group. For any prime subgroup Hy of H, Hy9t is a prime subgroup of Ht

and 0; induces an order isomorphism of HjHy onto HJH^i, which we also denote
by 81. We introduce a dummy symbol 1.

We denote by {Hy : y e r{H)} ({if,-,,, :y;er(i/;)}) the set of prime sub-
groups of H(Hi). Let F{H) be endowed with some total order, then we can order
the set of right cosets C(H) of the prime subgroups of H by defining
Hy + x > Hy + x' if either y > y' or y = / and Hy + x > Hy + x'. We extend the
order on C(i/) to C(if)1 = C(/7) u {1} by defining 1 to be the least element.

Similarly, let C{H^) denote the set of right cosets of the prime subgroups of
i/ ; . Then 0; determines a bijection of C(H) onto C(Ht) which is an order isomor-
phism when restricted to the cosets of an individual prime subgroup of H. Thus 8t

induces an ordering of C(Ht) extending that on the cosets of the individual prime
subgroups.

For each i e /, let {Gi>y : y e r(Gi)} denote the set of prime subgroups of G;

and let {Giy: y e /^(G;)} denote the set of prime subgroups of Gf containing Ht.
Order /^(G;) and then the set of cosets C(Gf) of the prime subgroups Gi-y with
7 e F^Gi) just as C(H) was ordered.

It has been shown by Conrad [3] that, for any convex 1-subgroup K of an
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1-group L, the mapping a : A -> A n AT is a bijection from the set of prime sub-
groups of L that do not contain K to those of K. So, for each i, we denote by at

the correspondence between the prime subgroups of G; not containing Ht and the
prime subgroups of H,.

We define a subset T of the cartesian product of C{H)1 and the sets C(G;),
considered as the set of (choice) functions p from / = / u {a} such that
p(a) e C(HY and p(i) e C(Gt), iel. A function p belongs to T if

either p(a) = 1

or p(oc) =

and Hy0iar i Uy

Note: By the definition of C(C?j), the only prime subgroups of Gt whose cosets
appear as p(i), for some p, are the prime subgroups of Gt containing i / ; .

We choose a fixed set of representatives giy, g'iy, • • • of the cosets in G,- of
the prime subgroups GUy of G,, as required for the application of Lemma 1.1.

Totally order T as follows: first well order / : then define p > q if and only if
either p(i) > q(i) for the first element iel for which p(i) # q(i) or p(i) = q(i),
for all i e /, and p(a) > q(a.).

We now represent each Gt as a 1-subgroup of P(T).
For each z e / and each y e F(H) let \jjiy and £;,, be the /-homomorphisms of

G, into PiHJHfttxGJHjOp^+Ht) and P{GiIHyQiar1 +Ht), respectively,
defined by analogy with the definition of \j/y and £y in Section 1. Then we define a
mapping $; : Gt -* P(T) as follows: let/? € T.

lfp(a) — 1, then define p(g<t>t) = q where

If^(a) ^ 1 and ge Gt, suppose that

(p(a)0;, G;> y + giy)gij/iy = (y6,, Giy y+g'iy).

Then definep(g(f>i) = q where

i(«) = y, q(i) = Giiy + g'iy, q(j) = p(j) for; # i.

It is not difficult to see that 4>i is faithful and is essentially just a product of Holland
representations and so is an 1-isomorphism.

Now consider /*#,•$(, h9j<f>j for heH, i, je/. Let pe T.

Case (i),p(a) = 1. Then pQid^i) = ?, where

g(a) = p(a), q(i) = Giiy + giy + h9i = Giiy + giy = p(i),

^(r) = P(r)> f o r r ^ *>

since A0; is in the centre of G,- and Hi ^ Gjj5,. Thus p(h6i<j)i) = p and, similarly,
= p.
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Case (ii), p(a) = Hy + a. Then p(h9^>^) = q, say, where q{r) =p(r) for
r # a, i. Now g(j) and q(a) are determined as in Lemmas 1.1, 1.2, by

and this is determined by

Now,

since h9t is in the centre of Gt. Hence,

he^iy = (Hy 0, + (a + h)6i, Gti1+.gh).
Thus

q(oi.) = Hy + a + h and q(r) = p(r), for r # a

Similarly, we will find that p(hOj(pj) = #.
Thus 0,-cp,- = 0j<Pj for all i, j while clearly, for any i, j , k,

GiVi n G ^ j = Q GiCPi = H0t(pt.
i

We call the 1-subgroup of P(T) generated by the 1-subgroups G^i the
l-permutational product of the I-groups Gt with the \-subgroups Ht amalgamated.
Thus we have shown

THEOREM 2.1. Let {G{ : iel} be a set of l-groups, {Hi : ie 1} a set of convex
l-subgroups such that Ht is in the centre of Gt, let H be an l-group and, for each i,
0; be an l-isomorphism of H onto H^. Then there exists an l-group P, the l-permuta-
tional product of the l-groups Gt with the 1-subgroups Ht amalgamated, and 1-
isomorphisms </>; of G, into P such that 9t(p( = OjCpj for all i,j, G ^ n Gjcpj =
Q,G;(Pi = H9k,for all i,j, k, and P is generated as an l-group by {G;^,}. More-
over, if all the Gt are abelian, then so is P.

The last remark of the theorem follows since it can easily be shown that the
elements of G^; commute with the elements of Gj<p} (provided i # j). Thus, if the
Gf are all abelian then {G.-CJO,} generates an abelian subgroup of P and hence an
abelian 1-subgroup of P.

Note: We point out that the class of l-groups with non-trivial convex central
1-subgroups does contain non-abelian members. Suppose that G is a torsion free
nilpotent group with lower central series

G = y^G) ZD y2(G) = • • • 3 7n+1(G) = 1

and torsion free factors 7i(G)lyi+l(G). Let the torsion free abelian group yn(G) be
endowed with some lattice order: provided the rank of yn(G) is not one, one could
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ensure that this is not a total order. Let each torsion free abelian factor y,(G)/
yi + 1(G), i T4 n, be endowed with some total order. Then the order defined on
G as follows is a lattice order, with respect to which G is an 1-group: for a e y , (G)\
yi+1(G) define a to be positive if yi+1(G) + a is positive in y,(G)/)>;+1(G). Then
yn(G) is a convex central 1-subgroup.

3. Permutational products of 0-groups

To form the permutational product of totally ordered groups with certain
normal convex subgroups amalgamated we need not resort to the Holland represen-
tation of an 1-group. We may proceed directly, as for groups.

Let {Gi : i e / } be a set of 0-groups, {Ht : i e 1} a set of normal convex sub-
groups, H an 0-group and, for each i, let 9t be an O-isomorphism of H onto Hi.
For each i, select a set of representatives C{Ht) = {ht, a} of the right cosets of
Hi in G:. Let T be the cartesian product of H with the C (//,), considered as the
set of choice functions p from / u {a} such that p(a.) e H, p(i) e C(Ht). We order
Thy first well ordering / and then defining/) > q if p(i) > q(i), where i is the first
element of/for which p(i) ^ q(i), or p(i) = q(i) for all i e / and p(a) > q(a).

For any element gt of G; we define an element pgi ofP(T) as follows: ppgi = q

where />(O+(p(«))0j + 0i = ?(0 + (?(a))^j» a n d ?(j) = P{j)> f° r ' ^jel.
Now define pt: Gt-* P(T) by ^,p,- = p9 i . Then, for each i, px is an O-isomor-

phism of G; into P(T) such that 0,p; = Ojpj, for all /, y and Gtpt n GyP; =

We call the 1-subgroup />0 of P(T) generated by the set of Gfii the \-per-
mutational product of the 0-groups Gt with amalgamated subgroups Hi. In general,
Po is not an 0-group. However,

THEOREM 3.1. If, for each i, Ht is in the centre ofG-, then Po is an 0-subgroup of
P(T). If each Gt is abelian so is Po.

PROOF. It is straightforward to show that if Ht is in the centre of G;, for all
/, then elements from distinct G;P; commute. Hence, if the Gf are themselves
abelian, so will the 1-subgroup generated by the G;P; be abelian.

It then follows that the group generated by the G,p; is just the generalized
direct product D of the G.p; and the order induced on D can be defined directly
as follows: Let p = pgipgz-• • pgneD, where gxeGia:; we may assume that
J\ < 12 < • • • < / „ in the order on / ; then p > 1 if and only if cither gx > 0, where
ia is the first index such that gx$Hu or gxeHix, for /„, and g^i]1 +g2^h1 +
• • •+ gnBJn

l > 0 in H. This is easily seen to endow D with a total order. Hence,
Po is just the subgroup generated by the Gtpt and is totally ordered.

We give the following example to illustrate that even if the Ht are normal
abelian convex subgroups of the 0-groups G;, then the 1-permutational product
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Po of the G; with the Ht amalgamated need not be an 0-group. It suffices to pro-
duce an element not comparable to 1.

EXAMPLE. Let ZR denote the group of functions / : i? —• Z of finite support
(where R = real numbers, Z = additive group of integers), ordered by: / > 0
if/(a) > 0 where a is the largest number in the support of/. Let a, /? eP(R) + be
such that [a, j6] = at~1p~1a.p is not comparable to 1; that is, such that for some
a, beR

a[a, P] > a and b[a, P] < b.

The graphs of such a pair are given in Figure 1.

7a'p '<xf3=6{3"a/3=4-5af3<5fi =

5 a-'/3-'a fi=5/3~'ct/3=4aft>4/3=5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Figure 1

These induce automorphisms of ZR where

Let Gx = ZRx yZ, the semidirect product of ZR with Z via the isomorphism
q> : Z -» Aut ZR where \<p = a. Similarly, let G2 = ZRx0Z where 10 = p. Then
C?! and G2 are subgroups of the wreath product G = (Z, Z)wr(R, P(R)) of the
permutation groups (Z, Z); (R, P(R)) where Z acts on Z by translation and P(R)
acts on R naturally.

Now form the 1-permutational product Po of Ĝ  and G2 amalgamating ZR,
with Pi : Gt -» Po and P2-G2-*PQ. We take the obvious representatives of the
cosets of ZR and order / = {1, 2} in the natural manner. Let fa,fbe ZR, be such
that

1 if x = a, ,., N f 1 if x = bf / ^ I A " A — w' f s \
0 otherwise; I 0 otherwise.
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^-*3 s ZR c G is such that

0 otherwise

and so/]"'"1 >fa. Similarlyyj""*] </».
Now consider the element [xpx,yp2] of i>0, where x = (1,0) e Gt and

y — (1, 0) e G2. Then, for the element (fa, 0, 0) of T, where r is defined as in
Theorem 3.1,

= a, o,

On the other hand (/„, 0,0) [xpt ,yp2]** (fi*-n, 0,0) > (/„, 0, 0). Thus the
element [xpt, yp2] in Po is not comparable to 1 and Po is not an 0-group.

Note: In the case of groups, the permutational product of two groups A and
B amalgamating a subgroup H, central in each, is just the central product of the
two groups. However, there is some difficulty in defining the central product if A
and B are 1-groups. If H is in the centres of A and B then the central product of
A and B amalgamating H is C = Ax B/N where N is the subgroup of A x B
generated by {(h, —h): he H). However, if we wish to endow C, or some similar
group, with a lattice order by first endowing A x B with the cardinal order and
then factoring, then the kernel N has to be an 1-ideal and contain N. Thus if h > 0
we must have (h, 0) = (h, — h) v 0 and (0, — h) = (h, — h) A 0 in N and so the
'embeddings' of A and B in Ax B/N would not be monomorphisms.

4. Amalgams of representable 1-groups

As remarked in Section 2, Conrad has shown that if His a convex 1-subgroup
of an 1-group G then the mapping a : M -*• M n H is a bijection of the set of
prime subgroups of G not containing H onto the set of prime subgroups of H.
Clearly, if M is an 1-ideal of G then Ma is an 1-ideal of H, although the converse
need not be true. For want of a more appropriate name, if a"1 maps 1-ideals of
H onto 1-ideals of G then we shall call H an I.e. convex \-subgroup of G (short
for: 1-ideals are extendable from H to G). For instance, if all the prime subgroups
of G are normal then any convex 1-subgroup of G would be an I.e. convex 1-
subgroup of G.

An 1-group G is called representable if there exists an 1-isomorphism of G
onto a subdirect sum of a cardinal sum of 0-groups. Conrad [2] has shown that
G is representable if and only if every regular 1-ideal is a prime subgroup. A regular
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\-ideal of an 1-group is an 1- ideal which is maximal in the lattice of 1-ideals with
respect to not containing some element. If H is an I.e. convex 1-subgroup of a
representable G then it is not difficult to show that a is also a bijection of regular
1-ideals of G not containing H onto the regular 1-ideals of H.

THEOREM 4.1. Let [G;; H; 0;; Hf] be an amalgam of l-groups where each Gt

is representable and each Ht is a normal I.e. convex l-subgroup of G{. Then the
amalgam is embeddable in a l-group.

PROOF. For each /, let ax be the bijection, described above, of the prime
subgroups of G,- not containing Hi onto the prime subgroups of H(.

Let {L7: v e r } be the set of regular 1-ideals of H; then {Ly0;: y e F} is the
set of legular 1-ideals of H{, and {L70;<rf1 : y e F} is the set of regular 1-ideals of
G; not containing Ht; let {LiiS : 8 e Fit x} be the set of regular 1-ideals of G; con-
taining H^

We denote by q>i the natural 1-isomorphism of G( into

where, for l-groups Mx, Y.I^A^SIM^ denotes the (unrestricted) cardinal sum of the
l-groups Mx. We denote by ny, nud the projections of G; onto Gi/LyOifff1 and
Gi\Li<b, respectively.

Now, for each y e F, we have the amalgam of 0-groups [GiILyQia'i'i; H/L7;
Oi-Jiyi Hi/Lyd,] where, by 0;7iy, we mean the naturally induced 1-isomorphism of
HjLy onto HilLy9i. By Section 3, we can always embed such an amalgam in a
l-group. So, for each y, choose such an embedding {pi,y} into an l-group K...

We write

We denote by iy, iiiS the injection of Ky and G;/Lli5 into K. Then, for each /,

is an 1-isomorphism of Gt into AT and {!P;} is an embedding of [Gt; H; 6t\ Ht]
into K.
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